
Golf Insider “Players To Follow 2020” 

 

Dear Member, 

Just before the start of 2019, I gave my betting industry insider (the man who for the past 6 

years has been feeding me highly profitable golf betting advice) the task of coming up with a 

number of players that I, along with the members of the service, could follow through the 

course of the next 12 months. 

But my brief for the job came with a couple of guidelines… firstly, the golfer(s) in question had 

to be maidens on either the European Tour or PGA Tour i.e. they couldn’t be have won before 

at a professional level on either circuit.  

Secondly, they couldn’t be more than 25 years old.  

Reason being, I wanted to follow young improving players. Those who were relatively new to 

the scene, wouldn’t be on the radar of most golf commentators (and so bookies!!) and would 

therefore go off at genuine value odds on a regular basis.  

Because that’s what we all want, right? To back players of genuine under-estimated, or plain 

undiscovered, ability at over-the-odds prices. 

More to the point, who wants to be given a list of players to follow… and then find out that half 

of them are overly-exposed players who are either perennial bridesmaids (and would never 

win however long they played for), or simply don’t have the necessary bottle to get the job 

done should they ever get the chance. 

So after agreeing to take up this challenge, the Golf Insider, as he is known to us all, duly 

went off to do all the countless hours of homework required to come up with a list of six 

players – three off the European Tour and a further three from the PGA Tour. 

And he eventually gave me these names... Markus Kinhult, Victor Perez and Lucas Herbert in 

Europe, along with Sungjae Im, Beau Hossler and Sam Burns in the US. 

Now there will be a few people reading this who will be thinking… “I’ve definitely heard of 

him”… and, “Isn’t he the guy who won such-and-such a tournament”… 

 

And they’d be right. A few of these players are now established, winning tour golfers and 

players well-known to backers and bookmakers alike. 

But the point is, they weren’t 12 months ago when they were first flagged up by the Insider.  

Sungjae Im was not the Rookie Of the Year on the PGA Tour – a title that he won thanks to a 

series of Top 10 finishes throughout the season. 

Markus Kinhult was not known as the 2019 British Masters champion. 

Victor Perez was not familiar to the golfing fraternity on account of winning the Alfred Dunhill 

Links Championship. 

No. These were all achievements made after they were highlighted by the Insider before the 

first tee-shot was hit in anger at the start of 2019. 

So when it came to that list of six players to follow last year… 

Between them… 

Im, Hossler and Burns, Kinhult, Perez and Herbert played in a total of 152 tournaments during 

the calendar year on the European Tour and PGA Tour. With each golfer playing around 20-25 

tournaments on average - apart from the workaholic Im who squeezed in 34 starts! 



And if you had put a level 1 point stake on each golfer, every time they teed it up… you would 

have returned 352 points. 

This made for a profit of 200 points to level stakes.  

So placing a small £5 stake each time one of these golfers was in action, that’s an extra 

£1,000 profit members would have pocketed during the year… without even trying! 

All of which goes to show the quality of the Insider’s investigative powers, and how he can 

unearth players of genuine quality and value in the market. 

And this is why, aside from these guys on the “Players To Follow” list, on the main Golf Insider 

service, during the course of 2019, our mystery trader and odds-compiler also advised 

members to back winners-of-a-lifetime like Rasmus Hojgaard (200/1), Corey Conners (175/1) 

and Cameron Champ (150/1). 

So when I tell you the Golf Insider knows how to win at golf betting… 

And how his advice will make you a winning golf backer as well… 

There’s a heck of a lot of form in the book to prove the point!! 

This is why, ahead of 2020, I once again charged the Insider with the responsibility of 

producing another list of golfers for you to follow for the year. 

Again I stipulated that they must be 25 (or under), and they must also be maidens, with no 

previous winning form on either of the major golf tours. 

The list that follows is what he produced for me. And I have no doubt that once again, just like 

last year, it will deliver a number of tournament winners, and an overall profit. 

And used in tandem with the week-to-week advice the Golf Insider gives out on his main 

service, it will make this year another big winning year for you. 

Read on, and enjoy… 

Kind Regards, 

 

Matthew Walton 

 

 

  



European Tour: Matthew Jordan (ENG) 

 

 

 

The Insider writes… 

“There’s no doubting that this young 

Englishman can play, and that he’ll 

be a European Tour winner in the 

near future. 

A Walker Cup team-member in 2017, 

Jordan was a winner on the 

Challenger Tour in 2019 (see table 

opposite) and posted one very eye-

catching effort on the main circuit 

with a T5th at the Alfred Dunhill 

Links… along with shooting a course 

record 63 at the British Masters! 

With more starts, and more 

experience under his belt, it’s a 

gimme that we’ll see Jordan begin to 

feature more often over the weekend 

of tournaments. 

The Wirral-based player has a solid 

all-round game, and having played 

plenty of golf in the UK he’ll certainly 

fancy his chances when there are 

links-style courses in use. 

My only reservation is whether 

putting him on the list is maybe a 

little premature, but there are a 

number of low-grade events on the 

calendar where the 23-year-old can 

make his presence felt. 

It would be no surprise to see Jordan 

land a maiden win in 2020, and he’s one of the players I’ll be keeping a close eye on when I’m 

pricing up events on the European Tour this coming year. Make a note of name, as I’m positive 

that Matthew Jordan is a golfer that we’re going to hear a lot more about in 2020, and on 

through the coming years”. 



European Tour: Min Woo Lee (AUS) 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

The Insider writes… 

“We have already backed this young 

Aussie on the main account (once) in 

2019, and there’s every chance he’ll 

feature again in 2020. 

As with all young players, it’ll be 

interesting to see how he splits his 

time, and where he chooses to play the 

bulk of his golf… and it’s not certain 

that he’ll set his sights on just the 

European Tour. 

But Lee clearly has the talent to cut it 

in his native Australia (as shown by his 

T3rd in the Australian PGA in late 

2019), plus other notable efforts earlier 

in the year with a 4th in Saudi Arabia 

being the best. 

Lee is absolutely huge off the tee at 

over 320 yards, and this will make him 

competitive on the majority of courses 

used these days. 

Added to the fact that he’s pretty 

accurate as well, and it’s easy to see why Lee is so highly thought of back at home, and now 

has a growing reputation that stretches far beyond the Oz Tour. 

He doesn’t turn 22 until July of this year, so time is definitely on his side. But with the growing 

number of young players winning on both main tours of late, there’s no reason why Lee can’t 

add himself to this roll of honour. 

We might not get a look at him as frequently as some other players on this list, but keep a 

watch out for Min Woo Lee, as this former US Junior Champion, whose sister is also a fine 

golfer (ranked Australia’s No.1 female player), is certainly a tournament winner in waiting. 

The conveyor belt of Aussie talent has produced a string of high-level players in recent years 

and Lee has the potential to be up there with the best of them. A very interesting 12 months 

ahead for the Western Australian youngster.” 



European Tour: Jack Singh Brar (ENG) 

 

 

The Insider writes… 

“Brar is one of the more well-known 

and experienced players on my list for 

this year, but he very much fits the 

bill as a young, talented golfer who 

isn’t far away from his maiden tour 

win. 

In 2019 we saw the 23-year-old start 

to appear more regularly at the 

weekend of tournaments and post a 

few high finishes. 

A T8th at the Portugal Masters was 

the best of these, but other Top 20’s 

in the Czech Masters, and especially 

the Andalucia Masters (on a tough 

track) make me think that Brar has 

what it takes to push on in 2020 and 

made the step up to the next level. 

The strength of his game is his 

accuracy off the tee, and if he can 

improve his iron play and putting, 

then his game will be in great shape. 

The key will be Brar’s ability to handle 

the pressure as, and when, he gets 

himself into contention. This is always 

an unknown, and he doesn’t have a 

stack of winning form behind him on 

the Challenger Tour (just one 

victory). 

The flipside is that we’ll continue to 

get big, juicy odds about the man 

from Southampton…  

And even if playing EW, or in the Top 20/40 markets, Jack Singh Brar should be a useful 

addition to the roster for the year ahead”. 



European Tour: Calum Hill (SCO) 

 

  

The Insider writes… 

“The cat isn’t quite out of the bag 

about the talented 25-year-old Scot, 

but he’s a player very much at the 

end of his apprentice period, and who 

can easily make the move up to full 

European Tour winner in 2020. 

Hill is a 3-time winner on the 

Challenge Tour (twice in 2019, once 

in 2018) and has started to play more 

on the main circuit in recent times. 

Top 20’s in the Mauritius Open and 

Alfred Dunhill Championship meant 

that he ends the year on an upbeat 

note, and there’s no doubt in my 

mind that he’ll be challenging for top 

honours very soon. 

With a college background in the USA, 

Hill is widely experienced in a number 

of different playing conditions, and his 

solid all-round stats will make him a 

force on most types of course. 

He’s plenty long enough off the tee, 

at 310+ yards, and has a solid short 

game to back this up. 

Given his steady rise in the rankings, 

and several high finishes, the odds 

about Hill won’t be as high as some 

other players we’re looking at, but 

there’s no doubt that we’ll get some 

decent odds about the Kirkcaldy man 

before he breaks his duck. 

I expect Calum Hill to feature in a number of events in 2020 and the Scot, in my book, is a 

very likely first-time European Tour winner in 2020.” 



European Tour: Robert MacIntyre (SCO) 

 

 

The Insider writes… 

“Ok, so the one thing I said to 

Matthew when he asked me to 

produce this list, was could I include 

one better known, or more 

established, player. Someone who 

still fitted the requirement of being 

young and a non-Tour-winner, but 

who might be a bit more exposed. 

MacIntyre, the Rookie of the Year on 

the European Tour, was my choice. 

This guy, without question, will win 

tournaments on the European Tour, 

and there’s every chance he will do 

the same further afield, and on bigger 

stages. 

Still only 23, the Scot has shot up the 

world rankings (he’s already inside 

the Top 100) and looks the part to go 

even better this year, than last. 

And 2019 saw MacIntyre post Top 10 

finishes in no less than seven events, 

and that included a Major (the Open 

Championship at Royal Portrush). 

I’m well aware that these exploits are 

going to impact on the odds of the 

supremely talented youngster, but he 

could easily win more than once, and 

he could very well win a “big” event 

where he will still go off at sizeable 

odds. 

Robert MacIntyre is a European Tour player destined for great things, and on what I have 

seen from him so far, a win in 2020 is a formality… and further success, down the line, looks 

equally well assured. I wouldn’t see it as a huge surprise for him to make the Ryder Cup.” 



PGA Tour: Robby Shelton (USA) 

 

 

The Insider writes… 

“The 24-year-old from Alabama had a 

busy 2019, teeing it up no less than 

30 times on both the Korn Ferry Tour, 

and the main PGA Tour. 

During this time he notched two wins 

on the KFT, before posting Top 10’s 

on the PGA in both the Greenbrier 

Classic and Mayakoba Classic. 

Shelton IV – to give him is full title – 

has good numbers on the stats, and a 

game that should see him compete in 

what would be considered the weaker 

events on the main tour. 

Now as a maiden he’ll still go off at 

decent enough odds, and I’ve seen 

enough from the University of 

Alabama graduate to believe that he 

could easily sneak a win during the 

course of 2020. 

The key, as it is with any young 

player, is to get in contention often 

enough, and backed-up by his 

success on the Korn Ferry, we know 

that given the chance, Shelton can 

get the job done.  

And although he appears to be new to 

the scene, Shelton did in fact play on 

the PGA Tour in 2014 through 2017… 

and was 3rd in the Barbasol 

Championship back in 2015. 

Robby Shelton looks a prime candidate to take advantage of one of the many low-grade PGA 

Tour events, when some of the big names are absent. And as a non-winner he will still 

represent value odds” 



PGA Tour: Maverick McNealy (USA) 

 

 

The Insider writes… 

“McNealy is something of the Golden 

Child of US golf in that his father is a 

Silicon Valley multi-millionaire – but 

that shouldn’t detract from how he’s 

viewed as a pro golfer. 

He’s earned his spurs by way of a 

decorated college career, and a 

subsequent Walker Cup spot. 

McNealy hasn’t won on the Korn Ferry 

Tour, but posted several Top 10’s 

(including a runner-up) during 2019. 

He’s another who has drifted on and 

off the PGA Tour in recent years, and 

actually played in the US Open as 

long ago at 2014. 

His best finish remains a T17th at the 

Houston Open, so there’s work to be 

done in 2020 to earn both his Tour 

card ongoing, and also to repay the 

faith I’ve put in him! 

But with greater experience I can see 

McNealy there or thereabouts in the 

coming year, in weaker events, 

maybe those farmed out to the likes 

of Mexico or Puerto Rico. 

He’s tidy enough on the greens, what 

Maverick McNealy needs to do is to 

get his game right tee-to-green. If he 

does, then he could well repay what 

will often be very big odds about this 

Stanford graduate and current world 

No.417 - who has the ability to win if 

he can put it all together for 4 days.” 



PGA Tour: Doc Redman (USA) 

 

 

The Insider writes… 

“Aged just 22, the Clemson University 

graduate turned pro in 2018. 

Redman has actually been on my 

radar for most of 2019 despite, to 

most observers, not posting any 

hugely significant finishes. 

In fact he didn’t play that much 

during the year, but he’s proven to be 

a consistent performer and one, who I 

think, has more than enough ability to 

win on the main PGA Tour. 

He’s a neat-and-tidy player off the 

tee, and hits it long enough (310+ yards) to mix it when a course demands extra yardage. 

Redman has made six cuts from eight starts in the back end of 2019, with a Top 20 in the 

Houston Open being the best of his results.  

Nothing much to get carried away about that, but I look back to the 20th at Portrush in the 

Open as no mean achievement, and his 2nd at the Rocket Mortgage Classic is clear evidence 

that he’s capable of stringing together four solid rounds of golf. 

I genuinely think Redman will improve greatly with a full year’s golf under his belt, and the one 

time I did back him this year, his odds of 200/1 show that he’s still flying below the radar of 

most layers. 

Yes… he could easily fall into the mould of a “Journeyman Pro” - and there’s plenty of those 

about! – but Redman is starting post enough scores to suggest to me that a victory isn’t 

beyond the realms of possibility. 

He’s made my list because he ticks both boxes in terms of age and maiden status, but the key 

for my betting, and how I make it pay, is to look at those players who are able of kicking on 

and playing beyond the level their form suggests they should be at – and this is how value 

bets are found. 

My algo consistently rates Doc Redman as a better player than his weekly odds, and he’s well 

worth a spot on this year’s list as a result.” 



PGA Tour: Beau Hossler (USA) 

 

 

The Insider writes… 

“If you know the Golf Insider service, 

and the way I bet, you’ll know I’m 

more than happy to stick with a 

player if I think he’s value and on the 

verge of winning. 

And last year, the likes of Corey 

Conners and Cameron Champ were 

huge winners for exactly that 

reason… I didn’t give up on them. 

So I include Beau Hossler for the 

second year running on this list, as I 

genuinely think he’s a winner-to-be 

on the PGA Tour. 

Yes, he had a 2019 to forget, but his 

2018 numbers alone show that he’s a 

very talented player. 

Hossler posted just two Top 20 

finishes last season, compared to 

eight the season before (when he 

was twice a runner-up). 

Now I don’t think he’s become a bad 

player overnight, and I can forgive 

him his struggles in 2019. 

His putting remains solid, but Hossler just needs to find his game tee-to-green… and if he 

does, then he’s a player more than capable of winning tournaments. 

He’s still only 24, and now has a fair amount of experience under his belt. So to put him on 

this list again for 2020 is something of a no-brainer for me. I think he’s going to be wrongly 

overlooked by the layers, and he will take advantage at some point and feature at a tasty 

price. 

Beau Hossler keeps his place on my list, not just as a mark of his talent, and tournament-

winning potential… but to highlight the point that when a player is in-form you shouldn’t be 

afraid to stick with him, when his odds suggest that he’s good value. 



PGA Tour: Scottie Scheffler (USA) 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

The Insider writes… 

“If Robert MacIntyre is my “obvious” 

call on the European Tour, then 

Scheffler is the equivalent on the PGA 

circuit. 

In fairness, I could have gone for a 

repeat of Sungjae Im (as for all his 

excellent play, the Korean wunderkid 

didn’t actually win in the 2019) or the 

uber-talented Viktor Norland… 

But for me Scheffler is the more 

authentic pick, and will also go off at 

better odds than either of the other 

two – well, until he starts winning! 

And Scheffler’s career on the PGA Tour 

will surely see a maiden win in 2020. 

The 23-year-old Texan was a dual 

Korn Ferry Tour winner in 2019, and 

then took to the PGA like a duck to 

water posting a number of high 

finishes (best T3rd in Bermuda). 

Scheffler’s all-round game is too good 

for him not to win, and he could well 

surpass guys like Matthew Wolfe and 

Collin Morikawa who are KFT grads 

who have already won on the main 

tour. 

I expect Scottie Scheffler to win in 

2020, and there’s no reason why 

having done so once, he won’t go in 

again. That’s the kind of ability he has, 

it’s just a question of him shedding 

that maiden tag – which he will for 

sure this coming year.” 


